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19 Reasons for Not Getting Up in the Morning 
 
––I’m slow enough to be a river at the edges, feminine, but too persistent. 
 
––They called me a toothache they called me Lysol I couldn’t get dirty enough to become 
desirable. 
 
––My dog ran around in circles, and that was pretty incredible, but he thought getting 
back to where you started with someone watching was way too important. 
 
––I’ve discovered that my inability to trust sweet potatoes has presented itself a little too 
easily. 
 
––I knew that I didn’t know that I knew that I still couldn’t feel right about it. 
 
––Both of the waiting lovers had that bad-for-you, substitute-car-parts, kind of voice you 
had to pry off the same words you used for complaining when you wanted something you 
didn’t need. 
 
––There’s never been anyone in the bed next to me who might have said, “Baby, we go 
together like guns and ammo.” 
 
––I woke from a dream of former boyfriends with little snacks in their teeth emitting 
snuffly little snarls, and they seemed too happy in their sleepy pink booties (his bits a tad 
fluffy they was). 
 
––I went outside to see what was out there and it was me. Watching. 
 
––Old Elijah Reticent from Scatterbrain Corners still tells me to leave a thinking light on, 
to hold the last shadow near because it’s easy to lose your way in the dawning. 
 
––Right now the thoughts in my body love the woman in my body too much. Its vagrant 
silence has ground out its monument. I enter the possibility of pretense without question. 
 
––I couldn’t forget two guys wearing white gloves passing a photo of me back and forth, 
and I couldn’t tell if they were exclaiming rudely or giggling. 
 
––After last night’s long walk into mistaken identities, the priest I had chosen to conduct 
the ceremony said, “I’m not usually hungry while other people are troubled,” when I 
offered him my sandwich. 
 



––I do not belong to my shadow, but neither does my shadow belong to me, just as I 
cannot possess my death but only experience it. A talent for pain doesn’t make you a 
torturer if it’s your own pain. 
 
––The woman who stole my boyfriend says I inspire her [the guards eyeing the prisoners 
with regret]. 
 
I have no idea why I can remember “grodget pins” or “feral tweezers,” nor do I know 
what I might do with them. 
 
––The dream of flying to Moscow for a chicken sandwich. In one coroner the umbrella 
stand leaked. No I didn’t yes I did yes I did no I didn’t (white bush helmet and a 
commanding white flurry of mustache). Corporal Sky continued saluting 
indiscriminately. 
 
––The problem is I already know what my problem is. This does not make the solution 
more amenable to reason. 
 
 
 
 

Clear Night with Morning Fog 
 
If I wore the bunny suit, would you have given me a kiss, a big sloppy French one? I’ve 
been buffing up on grubs in the garden if that makes any difference. 
 
The teenagers had been fluttering like moths, but their hands were conversing with their 
animals. The oracle thus consulted began bubbling in their throats as if they were more 
than themselves, and I guess they were, but I did not follow, 
 
and oh it really is more beautiful than we could have known. What could be better than 
wet black mud reflecting an oily moonlight? And that’s the problem because now what 
else do we live for? 
 
When you acted like you knew, I knew you wanted me to notice the difference. I liked 
the difference, but you wouldn’t let me have it because that’s not the same as just 
noticing, and you weren’t ready for more. 
 
And then all those men that smelled like they’d been lost in a war, or like unacceptable 
ropes and misused grease-guns, or the smell in the air right before thunder. They escaped 
you, or maybe not, but the way they looked at me made all those things happen again. 
You wanted to make them fall to their knees, but love wasn’t what did it. 
 
You must be nearly empty by now, but I might want the kiss goodbye to linger so long it 
overlaps the kiss hello. 
 



Each string of memories goes around and around the part of the earth it holds. Uncle 
Moon, there’s a man in you, but the rabbits do not fear him in the garden. He doesn’t 
seem to wear the right kind of suit either. 
 
Each string goes around and around the visible night. By morning, it’s finished once 
more and begins rising in a long wet stir something very large might understand as a kiss. 
 
 
 
 


